For further landing distances, the discrepancies between measurements and simulations 17 using ballistic theory can be large. Differences in drop velocity, drop size and maximum 18 sprinkler reach are discussed in the paper. From our results, it can be concluded that 19 the ballistic model (assuming independent movement of drops) constitutes an excessive 20 simplification of reality. We believe that group displacement of the drops, resulting in 21 1 a reduced air drag and in an increased probability of drop collision, is responsible for a 22 relevant part of the reported differences.
landing distance by truncating drop trajectory. In these circumstances, the predictive 86 capability of the model will decrease as the crop grows. Two alternative paths can be 87 followed to solve this problem:
88
• calibrate the model using experiments at different crop heights; and
89
• reduce the model empiricism by measuring drop diameters and using the parame-90 ters of their statistical distribution to feed the model.
91
The second option is more rapid and cost effective, but faces problems related to data 92 quality, as previously discussed.
93
In this work, we illustrate the experimental problems of using a disdrometer and 94 demonstrate that a statistical treatment of the observed time of passage can be used to 95 eliminate a large part of the erroneous measurements and to significantly improve the 96 data accuracy. Pseudo-random drop sets are generated and used to simulate analyti-97 cally the detector behavior and to assess the adequacy of the statistical data treatment 98 methods. Finally, the optimum method is applied to a number of disdrometer data The main hypothesis of this model is that the drops emitted by the sprinkler move as 106 independent spheres in the surrounding air (Fukui et al. 1980; Carrión et al. 2001) . The 107 drag force of a sphere in turbulent flow can be expressed as:
where ρ a is air density, A is the effective section, r is the position vector, w is the 109 wind velocity vector, and λ is a drag coefficient depending on the Reynolds number.
110
The ballistic dynamic equations of a drop constitute a set of three ordinary differential 111 equations. In vector notation these equations can be expressed as:
with m the drop mass and g = (0, 0, −g) T the gravitatory field, with g the gravitational 
with ρ w the water density. λ can be approximated following (Fukui et al. 1980 ; Seginer 
with Re = d|ṙ|/ν the Reynolds number and ν the cinematic viscosity of the air. These 118 equations are numerically solved using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
119
3 Statistical methods for drop data treatment 
Basic hypotheses

121
Two hypotheses can be used to eliminate erroneous disdrometer drop measurements 122 resulting from overlapping and side-passing drops.
123
• Drops of a given diameter reach the disdrometer at similar velocities. Conse-quently, a statistical treatment of time of passage should suffice to eliminate a 125 relevant part of the erroneous measurements.
126
• The fall in electric potential at the infrared detector is proportional to the effective 127 drop diameter. Since at the typical range of drop velocity in sprinkler irrigation 128 drops can be considered spherical (Fukui et al. 1980) , the drop shadow will be 129 a circle with the same radius as the drop. If n drops characterized by diameters 130 d i overlap, we assume that the disdrometer detector will record diameter d det ,
131
associated to the maximum possible detected shadow:
As for the time of passage, we assume that it can be estimated as the elapsed and that their trajectory can be considered linear inside the beam, given its relatively 141 small size. We chose, for convenience, the axis z in the direction of drop movement. We 142 also assume that the probability of drop arrival is independent of coordinate x. In these 143 conditions, the time of passage of a drop at a coordinate x is:
The average time of passage through the detector will be:
From the average time of passage, the drop velocity can be derived as:
The drops of a given diameter taking longer to pass through the detector are those 147 travelling across the center of the circle. The time of passage for these drops will be:
Consequently, the ratio between the maximum and average times of passage will be:
If the detector records a time of passage T > T max , the drops must have overlapped and
150
as a consequence the record can be considered incorrect.
151
In the system of reference with origin in the center of the detector and axis z in 152 the direction of drop movement, drops will laterally pass through the detector if x ∈
153
(−R − r, −R + r) ∪ (R − r, R + r). In these cases, the time of passage will satisfy the 154 condition:
The ratio between the minimum time and the average recorded time is:
It can be assumed that it the detector records a time of passage T < T min , the drop 157 has laterally passed through the detector and as a consequence the record can also be 158 considered incorrect. have been applied with tolerance τ , which reflects a certain variability in drop velocity. Let's define two average parameters associated to the drop size of a set of n drops with
The first parameter is the numerical average, defined as:
The second parameter is the volumetric average, defined as:
This analysis can also be applied to the times of passage, yielding:
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed statistical method, a pseudo-random 175 drop set can be generated following a triangular probability law:
For a given pseudo-random number x ∈ [0, 1), the drop diameter can be generated as 177 follows:
Triangular probability was chosen for the test cases for conceptual simplicity and be-
179
cause it allows for adequate visual appreciation of the differences in the density function 180 following drop removal.
181
With the center of the detector located at the origin of coordinates ( fig. 1 ), a region 182 of drops was created with the following bounds:
In this region, the centers of N drops were pseudo-randomly 184 generated with uniform probability. In the course of each numerical test, all generated 185 drops move vertically downwards, simulating a pass through the detector.
186
The relative drop density, σ, expresses the average number of drops passing through 187 the detector. It is computed dividing the total number of drops by the ratio of the areas 188 of the region of drops and the detector:
The higher the value of σ the higher the probability of drop overlap when passing through • with the sprinkler head fixed to prevent it from rotating; and
252
• with the sprinkler head rotating freely.
253 Table 1 
268
• the effect of the group displacement of the drops (resulting in a reduced air drag
269
and in an increased probability of drop collision) is relevant; and
270
• that the ballistic model (assuming independent movement of drops) constitutes an 271 excessive simplification of reality.
272
The improved method for erroneous drop removal was always used with a tolerance of rection, the fraction of drops with diameter over 6 mm is close to null in most cases.
302
According to Kincaid (1996) , this diameter is unstable and breaks up into smaller drops.
303
The tables permit comparation of all three sources of diameter data with a variety of drops. This effect could partially explain the heterogeneity in drop sizes.
328
• In the process of jet break-up large drops, exceeding 6 mm in diameter, are formed. relevant discrepancies that cast shadows over the validity of the current ballistic models.
368
The experiments have revealed that:
369
• there is a notable discrepancy between simulated and measured drop velocity;
370
• there is a large variability in drop diameter at a given location from the sprinkler; reports.
375
In addition to these findings, which can not be explained by ballistics, the model needs 376 empirical calibration in the presence of wind (Tarjuelo et al. 1994; Carrión et al. 2001 ).
377
Two additional parameters (denoted K 1 and K 2 ) must be calibrated for each combination 378 of sprinkler, operating pressure, nozzle diameter and for a range of wind speeds. We 379 are under the impression that the reason for all these discrepancies is the fact that the 380 movement of drops in groups results in a relevant effect on:
381
• the reduction of the aerodynamic drag; and
382
• an increase of the probability of drop collisions resulting in new drop diameters. 
459
T max = maximum passage time.
460
T min = minimum passage time. (f) Figure 12 : Percentage of emitted water volume as a function of drop diameter as measured with the disdrometer and as treated with the improved method for erroneous drop removal. These data are compared with the simulated drop diameters resulting in trajectories reaching the ground at the location of the disdrometer. These diameters are presented for a full drop trajectory (right) and for a 1 m compact jet before breaking out into drops (left). Results are presented for an operating pressure, for a distance to the sprinkler and for nozzle diameters of (f) Figure 14 : Final drop velocities as simulated with the ballistic model for the drop diameter landing at the observation point (using a full drop trajectory and a 1m compact jet before breaking out into drops) and (a), (c) and (e) as measured with the disdrometer (for the nozzles used in the experiments with a rotating and a fixed sprinkler head), (b), (d) and (f) using the improved method for erroneous drop removal. Results are displayed for the different distances to the sprinkler and for pressures of (a) and (b) 200, (c) and (d) 300, and (e) and (f) 500 kPa.
